Dive in with Aqualine!

Using a prosthesis doesn't have to leave you high and dry. Talk with us today about the Aqualine to find out if these components are right for you!
Now you can move with confidence when you spend time in water or wet areas. Ottobock’s line of modular components is designed specifically for use as a waterproof prosthesis.

Take them into salt water, chlorinated water or bath water with confidence: the specially adapted components increase security and function in the water – plus, moisture won’t wear them down.

This modular system is ideal for people with either below-knee or above-knee amputations and all components can accommodate people who weigh up to 330 lbs.

The pylons and adapters are galvanized to resist corrosion. All components — including the knee — may be rinsed clean inside and out after use.

The foot includes treads on the sole for extra traction in slippery areas. Go ahead and wear sandals — it has a split-toe design!

Release the knee’s handy manual lock for walking or engage it again with a flip of a switch.